Beginning her career in the 1960s, Adrienne Kennedy was one of the most influential writers of the period. Her plays subverted both Western and African American theatre. Although like her contemporaries she reacted to the political events of the period, in contrast with them she presented racial issues in a non-realistic mode. Her plays exemplify the re-theatricalisation of the African American stage.
Introduction
Adrienne Kennedy began her career in the 1960s. At the time of the flourishing of the Civil Rights Movement, her plays subverted both African American and Western European theatrical traditions. I will be examining the links her plays have with Western playwriting. Concurrently, I will be highlighting the elements in her oeuvre that subvert this connection. Kennedy's plays are significant in African American drama. She entered the literary arena in a highly politicised era with highly "poeticised" dramas. This paper focuses on her early one-act plays, in particular Funnyhouse of a Negro (1962) , The Owl Answers (1966) and A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White (1976) . The paper launches an enquiry into how the stage -as a heterotopic space -is able to construct new whom can I co-exist in a true union?" (Kennedy 2001:63) Her words do not apply only to this play and character, but basically to almost all the dramatic figures in Kennedy's plays. These characters are all tormented by their troubled psyches, resulting from the personal ontological crisis they face in a white, patriarchal world in which being African American, a woman and an intellectual are all reasons for being marginalised.
Kennedy's critics, such as Georgie Boucher (2006:84) , Rosemary K. Curb (1980:180) and Claudia Barnett (199:374) , argue that the dramatic figures in her works are characterised by split personality disorder. They tend to represent the 'mad woman in the closet'. According to Georgie Boucher, "Kennedy's plays have remained controversial because of their failure to comply with the nationalistic orientation of the Black Arts Movement of 1960s America." (Boucher 2006:84-103) Not only political but also economic and artistic reasons have prevented Black women playwrights such as Adrienne Kennedy from becoming part of mainstream theatrical trends. African American female dramatists, as Dana A. Williams argues, are "seldom given the degree of attention that is given to male playwrights. " (1989: xvii) The reason "many published female playwrights go unnoticed" (1989:xvii) is that anthologies which collect only female playwrights "have limited space" and they are also few in number. " (1989: xvii) Moreover, they remain "unread and unproduced" for various other reasons that range from "inherent shortcomings to the playwright's failure to promote a work extensively to discrimination by a male-dominated theatre world." (Williams 1989:xvii) Being on the 'margin', however, is not seen exclusively as a disadvantage. Postcolonial feminist critics often see a form of resistance and a plethora of discourses challenging mainstream, white, patriarchal culture in this marginalised position. Sydné 
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On the other hand, bell hooks points out in From Margin to Centre that "the margin need not be defined as a place that holds markings of less value. Rather for African Americans, it is a 'site of resistance' to racial and gender oppression, silence, despair and invisibility." (hooks quoted in Mahone 1994:xiii)
The subverting theatre
In the following section I focus on Funnyhouse of a Negro. Sarah is the protagonist of the play. This chamber play is an exciting montage of hallucinations, projected by the central character. The structure of the play not only signifies the protagonist's mental turmoil but also reflects the previously discussed challenging position of Black feminist drama, thus contributing to the creation of an autonomous Black female identity. Defining Kennedy's play as a Black feminist drama, we have to note that such definitions are never entirely adequate to label a piece of work.
Nonetheless, the play that I am now discussing shows several characteristic features of both feminist and Black drama. According to Patricia Schrooder, in our approach to defining feminist drama as such, we have to focus on dramatic forms that "reflect women's experience." (Schrooder 1996 :71) As she puts it, "a feminist play resists the oppression of traditional dramatic practice in theme and form, as well as in characterization." (Schrooder 1996: 71) The form of Kennedy's plays is the key issue in this approach. Her plays resist the traditional, "hierarchical structure" (1996:71) of Western, male-dominated theatre. Such theatre forms are "male." (Reinhardt quoted in Schrooder 1996:71) As Nancy S. Reinhardt claimed:
The structure of traditional western drama 'imitation of an action' is linear, leading through conflict and tension to a major climax and resolution […] We learn her family story from her first monologue and from the other characters, who are also her selves. She had a white mother; "she was the lightest one", who had straight hair like any white woman. Her father, on the other hand, was a black man, "the darkest one", who raped her mother. This mixed-race character lives in a society that excludes her from valuable human relationships, for she belongs neither to white nor to Black culture. Understandably a harmonious family and/or love relationship is her only Victoria always wants me to tell her of whiteness. She wants me to tell her of a royal world where everything and everyone is white and there are no unfortunate black ones. For as we of royal blood know, black is evil and has been from the beginning. Even before my mother's hair started to fall out. Before she was raped by a wild black beast. Black was evil. (Kennedy 2001:14) Her desire for whiteness is not only expressed by the obsessive identification with the historical figures of the Queen and the Duchess, but is also materialised in that she herself wants to be an "even more pallid Negro […[ pallid like Negros on the covers of American Negro magazines; soulless, educated and irreligious. " (2001:14) Her room is full of old books and artefacts: photos of English castles and monarchs, an oriental carpet and a large white statue of Queen Victoria that dominates the room. Besides these objects, mirrors appear on stage, both as part of the scenery (a mirror at a dressing table) and as props (e.g., a hand mirror). These mirrors, which appear both as actual objects and as connotation (via the title funnyhouse), are of major importance in the identity creation of Kennedy's play.
Using poetic language and montage stage settings, the play is surrealistic, By the same token, as she is the creator of these roles/selves, she functions as metaphorical author/director. By this, Kennedy subverts the world-as-theatre analogy, in which, typically, "the white man" (and in some cases the white woman) has "traditionally been a despotic director or an omniscient dramatist." (Patsalidis 1995 :301-2) Her authority, however, collapses when she loses her control over her multiple selves, which ultimately leads to her death.
The background story of Sarah's family relations is one of the key elements in subverting the traditional topic of black theatre, which is either "blacks confront white world, like in revolutionary theatre" (Fabre 1983:111) , or "blacks confronting one another, which depicts whites only parenthetically." (Fabre 1983:111) In this play the conflict is not external, i.e. social-based, but internal, that is psyche-based. The funnyhouse in the title is significant not only because it is the "metaphor of America" (Fabre 1983:111) but also because it represents Sarah's identity crises, "Who am I?" The mirror, in Jaques Lacan's theory of subject formation, symbolises the mirror stage, which is necessary in order to develop a well-balanced, healthy ego. The mirrors in the funnyhouse help the protagonist to glimpse her identity (even if this is only a mirror image). Moreover, they also serve as the metaphor of the function of traditional classicrealistic theatre: that is, to hold a mirror up to society. Thus, Funnyhouse of a Negro does not eliminate the white audience but on the contrary universalises Sarah's mental struggle to find her identity and make peace with her ancestry with a gesture of theatricality. Enikő Bollobás differentiates two types of passing in subject formation theory.
Passing, as she defines it, is "a way of escaping metaphysical or logocentric binaries, whether between genders, races, sexualities or classes". (Bollobás 2010:14) It is, in other words, a form of "social performance." (2010:14) Passing can be either full or play passing. In the first case, the "aim is to deceive, to be altogether the same", which is always a performance. (Bollobás, 2010:14) In the latter case, however, we can consider it an "interrogation and subversion of the binary system and as such [is] always a performative creation of new ontologies." (Bollobás 2010:14) Full passing (performance) and play passing (performativity) according to this theory represent the two procedures through which the subject comes into being. In the first case, the subject is created to be an inactive entity, obediently acting out the socially prescribed roles that are assigned to his or her subject position. In the latter case, however, the subject constructs itself to become an "active agent" (Bollobás 21).
Kennedy's heroines progress on this scale of performance-performativity. We usually see them in a catachrestic state of mind, in other words, in a personal ontological and epistemological crisis. This mental existence means that the characters act performance that goes beyond the normativised gender, race or class ascribed to a given person. In such writings, women construct themselves into new subjects" (Bollobás 14). (Kennedy 2001:30) 279 Clara Passmore and the rest of the characters change and exchange their roles as if it were costumes and masks and fake hair.In the stage directions Kennedy writes:
In both The Owl Answers and a Lesson in Dead Language
The characters change back and forth into and out of themselves, leaving some garment from their previous selves upon them always to remind us of the nature of She who is Clara Passmore who is the Virgin Mary who is the Bastard who is the Owl's world. (Kennedy 2001:29) This passage again exemplifies the issue of passing. The protagonist has a talking name that refers to the act of full passing, since she is longing to identify with white culture; she attempts to pass more -more than the "unfortunate blacks" as Sarah says.
However, her passing is imperfect, indeed impossible. But explicitly revealing the impossibility of such an act by presenting and deconstructing it at the same time results in the act of new self construction as play passing. By presenting the drama of passing (either full or play), Kennedy's plays unmask the social constructedness of gender, race and class with one hand and unveil the role playing nature of one's identity with the other.
What she saw in the movies
The idea of identifying with white culture through various media, and simultaneously the impossibility of it, are reccurring themes in the Kennedy corpus. The fourth drama discussed here, A Movie Star has to Star in Black and White, is the most conspicuous one in this regard.
Thirty-three-year-old Clara is the protagonist of this very complex play. She is represented within a society that forces her into a double bind, affecting her entire life.
She is expected to fulfil the role of an angelic woman in her domestic realm, as well as in her public domain. She experiences normativising processes of her immediate as well as of her extended environment through both the heritage of her family and the media. In a catachrestic state of mind, she is alienated from herself and her environment; she fails to achieve a cohesive identity. In this alienation, she gives up her efforts to maintain harmonious relationships. Instead, she reconstructs herself -her subject positionthrough the act of writing. Her femininity is defined in relation to her writing: menstrual blood becomes her 'ecriture feminine', and her labour of creative output is symbolised by her pregnancy.
There are two basic attitudes that African American women have regarding their position, which is mainly ascribed to them through an unspoken ideology that comes through the media, ranging from Hollywood films of the era, via magazines (with photos of "pallid Negros"), to European cultural heritage, conveyed via school books ("old volumes") and photos of castles and great monarchs. The first attitude is the one that is embraced by Clara Passmore, Sarah, and the girls in a Lesson in Dead Language. They all turn to a special heterotopic place, a metaphorical mirror, to find the object of their identification. In their case, the movies and other media alike function like a "mirror", like the Lacanian mirrors in Funnyhouse of a Negro (see section 2).
Kennedy -like her alter ego, Clara -in her childhood also experienced a fascination with Hollywood movies and the persona of Bette Davis in particular. In her biographical book People, Who Led to My Plays she writes:
She was plain. She was troubled. She was controlled by her mother and then one day she took a trip on an ocean liner and total fulfillment came to her because of this trip on the ocean. She became beautiful and loved. One day I'm going to take a trip on an ocean liner, I thought, and all of my dark thoughts and feelings, all my feelings that I don't belong anywhere, will go away (Kennedy 91).
Applying the theory of the mirror stage in Lacan's psycho-analysis, Deborah R.
Geis argues that Kennedy/Clara turns to the symbolic realm of the movies to find a mirror, but instead sees the reminder of her Otherness (1992:173) . Clara, the heroine of the play, at a certain point in the drama asks: "Each day I wonder with what or with whom can I co-exist in a true union?" (Kennedy 2001:65) . Critics such as Geis argue that this means that Clara is an alienated subject, who "speaks to re-inscribe herself as an ego ideal, but who can only do so at the imperfect level of identity with an object" (Geis 1992:174) . The "true union" -as Geis puts it -"is as unlikely as the possibility that she could become her Bette Davis persona" (992:175). Clara's position resembles that of Sarah in Funnyhouse or Miss Passmore in The Owl, whose complete identification with whiteness is just as unlikely.
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A critical position is attributed to Clara. She is a playwright, writing her own drama, by which she takes the first step towards gaining her own voice. Creativity and writing, as such, usually characterise male characters/authors. In their essay Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar write that the author "is a progenitor, a procreator, an aesthetic patriarch whose pen is an instrument of generative power like his penis" (Gilbert and Gubar 1979:6) . Although it is debatable whether or not female writing can be defined in terms of biological essentialism, Gilbert and Gubar propose the Susan J. Douglas argues that the miserable life of a poor black family would evoke nothing but "repulsion" (Douglas 1995:8) . In Kennedy's drama, these miserable scenes are acted out by white actors. In this way, the ideology of the perfect world conveyed by Hollywood movies is subverted, with the result that identification will be equally difficult with these lives on both sides. The play would, however, lose much of its subverting nature if it were not been for the character of Clara. The playing of black lives by white actors would simply reinforce the position of African American people in society, since this playing is only the performing of already existing social roles. Clara's ambition to become a writer allegories the performative nature of the play.
Conclusion
Clara's inability to take either the angelic or the demonic female role makes her character subversive. Her pregnancy and menstrual blood (just like the blood in Lesson in Dead Language) are both the metaphors of female artistic creativity, which might be a way out
